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When I started bowhunting
turkey some 25 years ago it
was considered a stunt, a

parlor trick.  That’s no longer true.  The
average bowhunter now understands
that tagging an archery gobbler is far
from impossible, that, in fact, it’s a
goal they can achieve nearly every
season.  Case in point; while I used to
tag a bow turkey every once in a while,
more recently it’s not uncommon for
me to bring home three to five gob-
blers in a single season.  After tagging
my 50th mature gobbler with archery
gear, including a sin-
gle-spring turkey
slam in 2001, I con-
sider bowhunting
turkey a high-odds
proposition.  Sure, I
still find it highly
frustrating at times,
but if forced to bet
money on success,
I’d wager on a “tro-
phy” gobbler before
a trophy whitetail
any time.   

I’m not alone in
this, as bowhunting
turkey has become
very popular.  Turkey
populations have
exploded across the
country, so that they
are now found in
places they were
once absent from.
Odds are your state
has productive
turkey hunting within a day’s (or
hour’s) drive of your shop.  

This is great news for the archery
dealer, creating demand for a class of
sporting gear that might have
remained highly-regional in the past.
A large portion of turkey hunting’s
newfound popularity – besides wide-
spread availability — rests squarely
on specialized archery gear that tips
the scale of success in the
bowhunter’s favor.  First and fore-

most, mechanical or specialty turkey
broadheads assure a higher percent-
age of recovery on mortally-hit birds.
In the past bowhunters tried all kinds
of crazy techniques to assure recov-
ery; adding washers, stopper stars
and whatnot behind their broad-
heads.  Recovery remained iffy.  The
wide-cutting mechanical not only
anchors birds quickly, but transforms
marginal hits (easy on a critter with a
baseball-size vital area) into killing
shots.

I would call Brooks Johnson’s and

Keith Beam’s ingenious Double Bull
pop-up blinds the next most signifi-
cant advancement toward bowhunt-
ing success.  There were blinds before
Double Bull, but none so instantly
deployable or deadly effective.  Even
when plied against the heavily-hunt-
ed, neurotic toms of the East, pop-up
blinds often make bowhunting
turkey almost too easy.  The most dif-
ficult portion of the archery-turkey
equation is removed; setting up and

achieving full draw without getting
busted.  Even our bowhunting attire
helps bowhunting success; 3-D camo
helping bowhunters melt into any
environment when toting a blind is
not convenient.

Other recent developments also
help the bowhunter succeed.  Decoys
bring gobblers closer and help dis-
tract them while we get off a clean
shot.  Turkey calls are constantly
refined for easier use and perfect tone.

The former is
important for those
without champi-
onship-caliber call-
ing skills.  Better yet,
the people who
make these calls
have entered the
information age,
introducing tapes
and videos to make
it easy for every cus-
tomer to under-
stand how, when
and why calls work.    

Finally, special-
ized turkey-hunt-
ing vests and seats
keep us comfort-
able longer, making
it easier to sit still.
And sitting still
often separates
success from fail-
ure.  The turkey’s
eyesight is the

sharpest around, rapid departure
being their number-one defense
against threats.  A numb rear-end
invites fidgeting.  Fidgeting sends
even the most naive bird fleeing.
Aside from comfort a good vest also
keeps customer’s calls organized for
quick access, keep decoys out of the
way yet handy, carries a lunch for a
long day on the trail or comfortably
totes out a heavy gobbler after a suc-
cessful hunt. 

The author backpacked far into wilderness to find this unmolested trophy gobbler.
Weight and space limitations prohibited heavy or bulky decoys. He used a pair of
compact spring-action cloth decoys from Montana Decoy to get the job done with-
out breaking his back.



Selling Turkey Gear
With turkey season fast

approaching, stocking the right turkey
gear assures additional sales, and a
welcomed jump-start to your fiscal
year when big-game seasons are far
over the horizon.  If turkey hunting
hasn’t gained the cult status in your
region that it certainly has in other
portions of the country, perhaps it’s
time to light that fire.  A wise invest-
ment might include inviting a local or
national turkey expert to your store to
conduct seminars on the finer points
of bowhunting turkey.
Perhaps you’re the expert.
Make an “open-house”
potluck of it, complete with
slide shows, demonstra-
tions, turkey-hunting videos
and plenty of seasoned
advice from someone who
has achieved bowhunting
success.  You might even
charge a small admission
price to offset guest-speaker
costs.  Invite customers to
bring their calls and practice
calling along with your
expert.  If your shop
includes shooting lanes and
regular leagues, create a
“turkey shoot,” complete
with turkey paper or 3-D tar-
gets; including shots from
pop-up blinds, sitting flat on
the ground, around and
through clusters of cheap
imitation Christmas trees.   

I’ve given talks at several
bowhunting gatherings.  It’s
always inspiring to watch
the light bulbs pop on over a
group of bowhunters’ heads.
They suddenly remember all
those turkeys they’ve been
neglecting on their uncle’s farm or
deer-hunting lease.  It occurs to them
that even if they aren’t actually turkey-
hunting fanatics any kind of
bowhunting beats staying at home to
endure the wife’s “spring cleaning” or
the beginning of yard work.  Use your
imagination, make it fun and you just
might create a generation of converts
and start that cash register ringing
during the decidedly slow period of
early spring. 

Stocking the right turkey gear
means understanding of the unique
demands of the sport, and the region-
al nuances of turkey hunting in your
area.  Not all turkeys, or turkey hunt-
ing, are created equal.  Hunting pres-
sure, available land mass, season
restrictions and hunter ability all fac-
tor in choosing gear that best serves
your specific customers; and assures
sales of merchandise you have invest-
ed in.  Let’s take a look at some of the
factors you should consider before
committing to expensive stock.

Turkey Calls
At their most basic turkey calls

involve hen, gobble and locator calls.
Luring a spring gobbler into bow
range invariably means creating the
basic yelps and clucks of a hen.  Hen
calls come in two basic designs; fric-
tion (box and slate) and mouth calls
(wing-bone or diaphragms).  Gobble
and locator calls are used to illicit a
“shock gobble,” in plain speak, cause a
gobbler to involuntarily sound off and

reveal his position so he can then be
plied with hen talk.    

Which hunters will buy which
calls depends largely on their experi-
ence and calling abilities.  For the
most part, beginning turkey hunters
choose box calls, because they are
easy to master, or simpler “push-but-
ton” calls.  Push a plunger and the
striker tension and stroke come auto-
matically (though perhaps not as per-
fectly as calls made by a more skilled
caller).  Prime examples include H.S.
Strut’s Push Button Yelper 2, Knight &
Hale’s Lonesome Hen, Primos’ Spring

Hen or Quaker Boy’s Easy
Yelper.  

Remember, though, that
even the expert might
choose a box, as they pro-
duce extremely realistic
tones, and are great in big
country or during windy
conditions when a hunter
really needs to belt out a
loud call.  For this reason
they are often used as a loca-
tor call.  They are standard-
issue, something nearly
every turkey hunter will
keep in their vest, and avail-
able from nearly all call
makers.

The drawback of the
average box, and some
push-button calls, is they
can become handicapped
by moisture.  Get a single
raindrop on a box paddle
and it becomes difficult to
produce a viable yelp.
Exceptions to this rule are
Woods Wise’s Mystic Wet
Hen boxes and waterproof
Quaker Boy’s Hurricane.  

Slate calls aren’t espe-
cially difficult to master, but

do require some amount of practice.
In the hands of an expert they can
produce any vocalization a turkey is
capable of, making them popular with
discriminating callers.  New striker
and slate materials have made them
more weather-proof and trouble-free.
Stock them and they will sell, especial-
ly if customers are made to under-
stand their advantages.  Of note are
Woods Wise’s Mystic Ultrasound Slate,
which works wet, and Primos’ The

Turkey calls come in a wide variety of styles. Here the author uses
a combination of loud box call (in hand) to get a well-removed
gobbler moving his way, then switches to a slate (strapped to leg)
for finer work as the gobbler closes the gap. The Muzzy Products’
Slate Mate allows any slate call to be strapped to the users leg for
one-handed operation, handy  when hunting with gun or bow.
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check your state’s regulations careful-
ly.       

Which decoy will sell in your
region hinges largely on what type of
land your customers hunt most often;
how much ground they might cover
during an average day hunting.  Solid-
body decoys offer considerably more
life-like detail and realism but can
become a real pain if toted around
rough mountains.  Turkey hunters
restricted to small parcels of private
land, accessing farms via ATV or truck
won’t mind carrying such decoys.
Western turkey hunters who might
cover 10 miles in a single morning will
shun them.  

Gobblers who have been subject-
ed to a great deal of hunting pressure
might shy from even a detailed full
body decoy.  When such conditions
exists moving decoys such as
BuckWing’s Bobb’n Head Lifelite Hen,
Jake or Breeding Pair decoys, and
Primos’ all-new Swingin’ Hen, just
might be the ticket for bringing in
savvy gobblers.

At the other end of the spectrum,
turkey hunters on the go look for
something more portable.  In col-

lapsible decoys, the most realistic
include Flambeau’s Collapsible
Master Series (Intruder jake, Feeding
and Upright hens – also sold as a
Flock), BuckWing Lifelite Collapsible
(Hen, Gobbler and Breeding Pair) and
Delta’s Collapsible (Ultimate Hot and
Feeding hens, Jake, Breeding Tom and
Flock Set), among others.  The only
drawbacks here are they can take a set
in very cold weather or if rolled too
tightly for long periods, and aren’t as
lightweight as some models.  

Primos’ B-Mobile gobbler and
new She-Mobile hen decoys also offer
realistic detail, but can easily be fold-
ed or rolled to fit compactly into the
rear pouch of a turkey vest.  They are
also a bit lighter.      

Western sports hunting turkey in
rough, vast areas, where covering
much more ground is par, might
choose blow-up decoys or spring-
action cloth models.  Cherokee Sports
and Sceery Game Calls both offer
decoys that compact into extremely
tight packages, but blow up into full
shape with a few puffs to provide a
fairly realistic deke.  I’ve used them
with good results, but not on highly-

educated birds.  Cherokee offers the
biggest selection; including Resting,
Feeding and upright CallGirl hens,
The Thief Jake, Billy Bad Act Strutting
Tom, as well as the Ultimate 4-pack
with Jake, standing, submissive and
feeding hens.  

Montana and Renzo’s decoys
offer compact storage, instant
deployment, and photo realism in
flat, two-dimensional decoys.  By
deploying multiple decoys at various
angles they create the illusion of a
shifting, moving flock of birds no mat-
ter where your customers hunt.
Montana offers a Mating Pair,
Strutting Tom, Upright, Feeding and
Semi-Feeding hens and the Turkey
Flock set.  Renzo’s offerings include
Feeding and Upright hens, Jake and
Flock options.

Multiple decoys have become
de rigueur in most bowhunting sit-
uations, creating the illusion of
more security or eliciting jealousy
in a boss tom.  Decoy combinations
depicting a jake mounting a hen
can be extremely effective on the
latter account.  I’ve experienced
mixed results deploying mature

gobbler decoys (the differ-
ence is jake decoys show
uneven tail-fan feathers).
Even dominant toms
approach other gobblers
with caution, as not every
gobbler is up for a fight.
I’ve had even mature gob-
blers stray away from full-
strut tom decoys.  They
sell, but customers must
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Rancho Safari owner Jerry Gentellalli (at left in his trade-
mark Shaggie) got the help of longtime friend Pat Meitin
to develop the Shaggie Shield. Below, Meitin poses in
front of the quick-setting blind. At right, see how well the
rough surface blends with the bark. California wildfires
destroyed the Rancho Safari plant this fall but Gentellalli
said he’d soon be manufacturing in an alternate location.





instantly deployable window system
makes them more dynamic and they
can be set up and taken down for a
move in less than five minutes.  They
are made of non-shine, non-flapping
cotton/poly material that is more
resistant to sun and weather damage
and built to last.  Though they certain-
ly are the best in the business, Double
Bull’s selling handicap is a hefty price
tag.  They also tend to weigh more
than cheaper brands, not a big selling
point when hiking long distances,
though not an issue for private-lease
hunters.

Budget-priced blinds generally
mean noisy zippered windows and
especially cheaper nylon construc-
tion.  Nylon is more prone to rips and
tears, shines in the sun, flaps in a wind
and fades with time.  Ameristep and
Eastman Outdoors have addressed
the shine issue by covering blinds
with leafy 3-D material.  That
makes these blinds highly
appealing by breaking up out-
lines better and making them
more useful for blind-savvy big
game such as deer.  Some of
Ameristep and Eastman’s blinds
now also include windows with-
out zippers, though nylon fabric
still dominates their construc-
tion.  I can assure you they will
sell, as price tag alone drives the
average consumer, and many of
them are lighter in weight.

Higher end models, like
Ameristep’s Signature Series
Blind, now include shine and
noise-eliminating “Micro-Tech
fabric” and magnetic window
closures; but at nearly three
times the price of their base
Doghouse Blind spring-loaded
model.  Ameristep’s The Choice
Blind includes hub-style set-up
(adding to weight) and top-to-
bottom 3D leaf ghillie/mesh
construction; but is also the
most expensive blind the com-
pany offers — about the same
price as Double Bull’s top model.
API Outdoors and Big Game
Treestand are also names to look
to for functional and competi-
tively-priced ground blinds.    

In areas where all-day hikes
are required for success, carry-

ing a blind just doesn’t make a lot of
sense.  Double Bull teamed with
Blacks Creek to create the Wild Thing
pop-up blind pack you carry on the
back, but I still have to believe many
turkey hunters would prefer to pro-
ceed in a minimalist fashion.  Enter 3-
D camouflage.  These include tattered
“leafy” cut material or hanks of cloth
and burlap that scatter light and cre-
ate shadow better than any flat camo
can.  They break up the telltale human
outline and create the illusion of
depth.  Because I hunt turkey “Out
West” most of the time, I spend much
of my spring in 3-D camo.  I’ve killed
plenty of birds sitting flat on the
ground without a blind.  

Rancho Safari’s Shaggie System is
simply the best in the business for
pure concealment.  An airy, industrial
netting shell holds thousands of
hanks of lightweight cloth (like head-

net material), hemp rope and burlap.
The effect is downright spooky.   I’ve
had hens scratching and pecking
mere feet from my toes, with no idea I
was in the neighborhood.  Shaggie
comes in short and long coats, pants,
head covers and a variety of acces-
sories to cover everything from
Rancho Safari’s Catquiver
quiver/packs to bow limbs.  Contrary
to popular belief, these suits are not
hot, as the open mesh allows free air
circulation.

Shaggie Shields are based on the
success of Shaggie System suits.  The
idea originated when Rancho Safari
owner Jerry Gentellalli and I got
together for a wilderness turkey hunt.
I wanted something that provided the
sure concealment of a blind, but was
simple and light enough to carry all
day over miles of rough country.  After
testing several prototypes the current

Shaggie Shield emerged.  It’s
essentially a Shaggie face sup-
ported by a shock-cord-
equipped, take-down aluminum
tent pole, tie-down cords and
steel stakes.  The Shield sets up in
30 seconds, zippered ports giv-
ing you unrestricted shooting yet
complete concealment.  Quick
clips on all corners allow several
Shields to be snapped together
for wrap-around concealment.
Best of all, Shields compress
down to the size of a wine bottle
and weigh only a few pounds.
They are the perfect “blind” for
the wilderness or on-the-go
turkey hunter.   

Other 3-D outfits are con-
structed of machine-cut “leaves”
sewn to lightweight mesh shells.
They can be packed down to
almost nothing and are extreme-
ly lightweight, made to be worn
over other clothes, even street
clothes in a pinch.  Suits from the
likes of Natural Gear, Mossy Oak
Apparel (Diffusion) and
Whitewater Outdoors (3D
RealLeaf) are relatively inexpen-
sive and highly effective.
Shannon Outdoor’s Bug Tamer
Plus 3D is leafy camo that also
keeps biting bugs at bay, a plus in
places like the Deep South.
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Author Patrick Meitin used Steel Force’s 125-grain Talon
to get the job done instantly on this monster New Mexico
gobbler. The Talon has forward-aligned cuts to increase
shock and tissue damage.

Mechanicals are made to order where wild turkeys are
concerned. They provide knock-down shock and wider
cutting diameters to turn marginal hits into killing ones.
New Archery Products’ Gobbler Getter, shown here, is a
fine example of a proven turkey killer.








